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ON INSTABILITY PROPERTIES OF THE FRACTIONAL CALDERÓN

PROBLEM

HENDRIK BAERS, GIOVANNI COVI, AND ANGKANA RÜLAND

Abstract. We prove exponential instability properties for the fractional Calderón problem
and the conductivity formulation of the fractional Calderón problem in the regime of frac-
tional powers s ∈ (0, 1). We particularly focus on two settings: First, we discuss instability

properties in general domain geometries with scaling critical L
n
2s potentials and constant back-

ground metrics. Secondly, we investigate instability properties in general geometries with L
n
2s

potentials and low regularity, variable coefficient, possibly anisotropic background metrics.
In both settings we make use of the methods introduced in [KRS21] and we deduce strong
compression estimates for the forward problem. In the first setting this is based on analytic
smoothing estimates for a suitable comparison operator while in the second setting involving
low regularity metrics this is based on an iterated compression gain. We thus generalize the
results from [RS18] to generic geometries and variable coefficients and further also discuss the
setting of fractional conductivity equations. In particular, this proves that the logarithmic
stability estimates for the fractional Calderón problem from [RS20b] are optimal.

1. Introduction

In this article, we study instability properties of recovering scaling critical L
n
2s -regular poten-

tials for the fractional Calderón problem in general geometries, first for constant and secondly
for low regularity, variable coefficient, possibly anisotropic background metrics. Moreover, we
also provide analogous results for a fractional conductivity equation. Here and in the following
we will always assume that n ≥ 2. Let us begin by outlining the set-up under investigation for
constant coefficient background metrics. In this context, we investigate the stability properties
associated with the recovery of a potential q ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) from the knowledge of the (generalized)

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

Λq : H̃
s(W ) → H−s(W ), f 7→ (−∆)

s
u
∣∣
W
.(1.1)

Here, s ∈ (0, 1), Ω ⊂ R
n denotes an open, bounded, non-empty, Lipschitz set, W ⊂ Ωe := R

n \Ω
is an open, non-empty, Lipschitz set and the function u ∈ Hs(Rn) is a solution to

{
((−∆)s + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,
(1.2)

for q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) satisfying the assumption (Aq) from below. In particular, the condition (Aq)

guarantees the well-definedness of the linear, bounded operator Λq. For a definition of the
function spaces we refer to Section 2 below.

In what follows, building on the results from [CS07; ST10], we interpret the equation (1.2)

through its Caffarelli-Silvestre extension in the form introduced in [CS07]. For f ∈ H̃s(W ), we
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set

(−∆)su := −cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ,

for a suitable constant cs > 0, where ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) is a solution to





∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ∇ũ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

ũ = f in Ωe × {0},
cs lim

xn+1→0
x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ = qu in Ω,

(1.3)

with the boundary trace u(x) := ũ(x, 0) ∈ Hs(Rn) being well-defined. We refer to Section 2 for
a weak formulation of (1.3) which guarantees well-posedness of the problem (1.3) in case that
q ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) satisfies the assumption (Aq). Here and throughout the article, we will assume the

following condition for the potentials q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω):

(Aq) There exists a radius r0 > 0 such that for all q̃ ∈ B
L

n
2s (Ω)

r0 (q) zero is not a Dirichlet
eigenvalue of the problem (1.2), (1.4) or (1.6), respectively.

As discussed in Section 2, this can, for instance, be guaranteed if q > 0 or if ‖q‖L∞(Ω) ≤ λ1
is sufficiently small, where λ1 > 0 denotes the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of the operator with
vanishing potential.

We remark that alternative, equivalent interpretations of the fractional Schrödinger equation
(1.2) are given in terms of suitable properties of its integral kernel or by spectral interpretations
[ST10] (c.f. Section 2 for details on our definition of the fractional operator (1.2)).

1.1. The main results. Motivated by the classical, local Calderón problem, the study of the
fractional Calderón problem has been the object of an intensive research activity, in which
uniqueness, stability and reconstruction results have been deduced (see Section 1.2 below). In this
article, we seek to provide rather general instability results for the fractional Calderón problem
as well as the fractional conductivity equation.

1.1.1. The fractional Calderón problem in general geometries with constant background metric.
We begin by proving instability for the fractional Calderón problem in rather general geometries
in which no symmetries are present in general.

Theorem 1.1. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, Ω′ ⊂ Ω

be compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let δ > 0. Assume
that q̄ ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) with supp(q̄) ⊂ Ω′ satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0 and

define K := {q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) : q ∈ q̄+B

W
δ, n

2s
0 (Ω′)

r0 (0)}. Let Λq : H̃s(W ) → H−s(W ) be the Dirichlet-
to-Neumann map as in (1.1) above.

Then there exists c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, r0), there exist q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λq1 − Λq2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 1
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≥ ε.

In particular, if one has the stability property

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≤ ω(‖Λq1 − Λq2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W )), q1, q2 ∈ K,

then necessarily ω(t) & | log t|−δ(2+ 1
n ) for t small (the notation ”.” will be introduced in Section

2.8).
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Let us comment on this result and the main underlying ideas: As in [RS18] Theorem 1.1
shows the severe, logarithmic instability of the fractional Calderón problem, illustrating that (up
to the precise exponents) stability estimates such as in [RS20b] are indeed optimal. However,
as in [KRS21] and contrary to [RS18], in the present article, we do not impose any symmetry
assumptions on the underlying domain geometry. Moreover, we only require L

n
2s regularity for the

potentials. We emphasize that due to the comparably low regularity of the potential, the forward
map is not analytically regularizing under these conditions. In order to nevertheless deduce the
claimed instability properties, we rely on the general framework laid out in [KRS21] (building
on [DCR03] and [Man01]), combining ideas of analytic regularization for a suitable, analytically
regularizing comparison problem and transferring the resulting compression estimates encoded
in associated entropy number bounds to the original inverse problem. To this end, an important
ingredient in the first part of the article consists in the derivation of strong, analytic regularizing
properties for a forward comparison operator with respect to the tangential variables in open
subsets of Ω. We remark that due to the presence of the Muckenhoupt weight x1−2s

n+1 the strong
local regularization in tangential directions is optimal in classical (non-weighted) function spaces,
as at the boundary of Ω one cannot hope for analytic regularity in the classical sense due to
the presence of the characteristic dist(x, ∂Ω)s behaviour [RO16]. In order to infer the desired
regularity results, we use the heat kernel characterization of the fractional Laplacian and transfer
heat bounds to bounds for our nonlocal problem. We refer to [FMMS22; FMMS23b] for an earlier
study of analyticity properties of the fractional Laplacian in polygons and polyhedra which is
used to deduce exponential convergence rates for certain finite element methods in [FMMS23a].
In the context of interior analyticity estimates, we view our heat kernel approach as a short,
self-contained alternative to these arguments.

1.1.2. The variable coefficient fractional Calderón problem. We next turn to the instability of
the fractional Calderón problem involving low regularity metrics. We follow the strategy from
[KRS21, Section 5] which builds on an iterative gain of compression by a minimal amount of
regularization. Relying on the variable coefficient Caffarelli-Silvestre extension from [ST10] (see
also [ATEW18]), in this part of the article, we interpret the equation (1.2) through its extension,

i.e., for f ∈ H̃s(W ), we set

(−∇ · a∇)su := −cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ,

for a suitable constant cs > 0. Here ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) is a weak solution to





∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ã∇ũ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

ũ = f in Ωe × {0},
cs lim

xn+1→0
x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ = qu in Ω,

(1.4)

with the boundary trace u(x) := ũ(x, 0) ∈ Hs(Rn) being well-defined. The metric a ∈ L∞(Rn,Rn×n)

is symmetric and uniformly elliptic, and ã :=

(
a 0
0 1

)
. Assuming that the condition (Aq) holds,

we consider the associated Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

Λa,q : H̃
s(W ) → H−s(W ), f 7→

(
−cs lim

xn+1→0
x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ(x, xn+1)

) ∣∣∣∣
W

.(1.5)

For more details on this formulation see also Section 2.5.
In this setting without any analytic regularization, we prove that the following analogue of

Theorem 1.1 holds.
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Theorem 1.2. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, Ω′ ⊂ Ω

be compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let δ > 0. Assume
one of the following:

(i) q̄ ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) with supp(q̄) ⊂ Ω′ satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0.

(ii) q̄ ∈ Lp(Ω) with p > n
2s , or p = n

2s and ‖q̄‖Lp(Ω) ≤ θ for a sufficiently small constant
θ > 0, such that it satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0.

Define K := {q ∈ Lp(Ω) : q ∈ q̄ + B
W δ,p

0 (Ω′)
r0 (0)} for p ≥ n

2s and let Λa,q : H̃s(W ) → H−s(W ) be
the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map as in (1.5) above.

There exists c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, r0), there exist q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λa,q1 − Λa,q2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 5
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖Lp(Ω) ≥ ε.

In particular, if one has the stability property

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≤ ω(‖Λa,q1 − Λa,q2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W )), q1, q2 ∈ K,

then necessarily ω(t) & | log t|−δ(2+ 5
n ) for t small.

Building on the ideas from [KRS21, Chapter 5] in the context of inverse problems and similar
ideas from [BH03] in the context of numerical approximation, we will use a minimal amount of
regularization for the forward map by exploiting a suitably weighted Caccioppoli estimate in order
to infer the desired compression estimates. Further, we refer to [KM19] and the references therein
for related ideas in the context of numerical approximation properties of the constant coefficient
fractional Laplacian. These rely on the framework from [BH03] and give rise to closely related
compression properties. The central use of Caccioppoli estimates in these general compression
bounds are also at the origin of the assumptions (i), (ii) from above. Indeed, these assumptions
allow us to absorb the arising boundary contributions into the bulk estimates (see Proposition
4.5 and its proof). In our instability argument already a minimal amount of regularization yields
sufficient compactness in weighted Sobolev spaces in order to infer a corresponding compression
gain in the entropy numbers. We emphasize that in this low regularity setting and contrary to
the argument leading to Theorem 1.1, we also allow for background potentials q̄ which are not
compactly supported in Ω and that only the difference q− q̄ is required to have compact support.
In particular, this will allow us to transfer the instability results for the (variable) coefficient
fractional Calderón problem to its conductivity version (see Sections 1.1.3 and 4.3 below). We
remark that, clearly, the framework in Theorem 1.2 allows to include the setting from Theorem
1.1. However, due to the different mechanisms (analytic smoothing vs. a minimal amount of
smoothing for the forward operator) leading to the respective instability result, we consider both
mechanisms of interest in their own right.

1.1.3. The fractional conductivity equation. In this article we also seek to prove an instability
result in the case of the fractional Calderón problem for the following fractional conductivity
equation

{
((∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe.
(1.6)

The operators (∇·)s,∇s, which will be defined in detail in Section 2.6, are the fractional di-
vergence and gradient. They were introduced in [DGLZ12] as fundamental operators of non-
local vector calculus, and were then further studied in many subsequent works, among which
[Cov20b; Cov20a; CRZ22; Cov22]. They can be thought of as fractional counterparts to the
usual divergence and gradient operators, and enjoy the familiar properties (∇s)∗ = (∇·)s and
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(∇·)s∇s = (−∆)s. The interaction matrix Θ is defined as Θ(x, y) := γ(x)1/2γ(y)1/2I, where
I ∈ R

n×n is the identity matrix and the scalar, positive function γ ∈ C∞(Rn) is the conductiv-
ity. In the framework of this problem, in the present article, we discuss the following instability
result.

Theorem 1.3. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, Ω′ ⊂ Ω

be compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let γ ∈ C∞(Rn)
satisfy γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞

c (Ω) and γ ≥ γ for some γ ∈ (0,∞). Let δ ∈ (0, 1). Assume that q̄ ∈ Lp(Ω)
with p > n

2s satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0, and define K := {q ∈ Lp(Ω) :

q ∈ q̄ + B
W δ,p

0 (Ω′)
r0 (0)}. Let Λγ,q : H̃s(W ) → H−s(W ) be the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map defined

by

Λγ,q : f 7→ (∇·)s(Θ · ∇s)uf |W .

There exists c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, r0), there exist q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 5
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖Lp(Ω) ≥ ε.

Relying on ideas first introduced in [Cov20b], our argument for this instability result for the
fractional conductivity problem makes use of the fractional Liouville transform to reduce the
fractional conductivity equation to a fractional Schrödinger equation. On this level, we may
invoke the results from the previous two sections. We highlight that in this context, due to
the nonlocality of the fractional Liouville transform, we cannot avoid dealing with background
potentials q̄ with non-compact support.

1.1.4. Single measurement instability results. Last but not least, as corollaries of our above re-
sults, we will consider instability properties for single measurement reconstruction problems.
These results will be deduced as simple consequences of our main results in Theorems 1.1 and
1.3.
For the single measurement fractional Calderón problem a similar logarithmic stability result as
for the infinitely many measurements case was proven in [Rül21]. We complement this result
with a lower bound, once again showing that the logarithmic stability result is indeed optimal.

Corollary 1.4. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, Ω′ ⊂ Ω

compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let δ > 0. Assume that
q̄ ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) with supp(q̄) ⊂ Ω′ satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0, and define

K := {q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) : q ∈ q̄+B

W
δ, n

2s
0 (Ω′)

r0 (0)}. Let f ∈ H̃s(W )\{0} and let Λq : H̃
s(W ) → H−s(W )

be the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map as in (1.1).
There exists c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, r0), there exist q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λq1(f)− Λq2(f)‖H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 1
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≥ ε.

In particular, if one has the stability property

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≤ ω(‖Λq1(f)− Λq2(f)‖H−s(W )), q1, q2 ∈ K,

then necessarily ω(t) & | log t|−δ(2+ 1
n ) for t small.

Remark 1.5. We remark that with the same argument, using Theorem 1.2, we can derive the
analogous single measurement instability in the low regularity anisotropic setting.
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Moreover, we deduce an instability result for the single measurement reconstruction problem
for the fractional conductivity equation as in Section 1.1.3.

Corollary 1.6. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, Ω′ ⊂ Ω

compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let γ ∈ C∞(Rn) satisfy
γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞

c (Ω) and γ ≥ γ for some γ ∈ (0,∞). Let δ > 0. Assume that q̄ ∈ Lp(Ω) with
p > n

2s satisfies the condition from (Aq) with radius r0 > 0, and define K := {q ∈ Lp(Ω) :

q ∈ q̄ + B
W δ,p

0 (Ω′)
r0 (0)}. Let f ∈ H̃s(W ) and let Λγ,q : H̃s(W ) → H−s(W ) be the Dirichlet-to-

Neumann map as in Theorem 1.3.
There exists c > 0 such that for any ε ∈ (0, r0), there exist q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λγ,q1(f)− Λγ,q2(f)‖H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 5
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖Lp(Ω) ≥ ε.

Making use of the Liouville transform and the single measurement stability result from [Rül21],
we complement the single measurement instability estimate for the fractional conductivity by
a corresponding stability result. As in [Rül21], however, we here impose stronger regularity
assumptions on the potentials than for the instability result.

Proposition 1.7. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, C2-regular and bounded,

Ω′ ⊂ Ω compact, non-empty, C2-regular and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty and C2-regular. Assume
that Ω∩W = ∅. Let γ ∈ C∞(Rn) satisfy γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞

c (Ω) and γ ≥ γ for some γ ∈ (0,∞). Let

Λγ,q : H̃
s(W ) → H−s(W ) be the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map as in Theorem 1.3.

Let f ∈ H̃s+ε(W ) \ {0} for some ε > 0, and let F > 0 be such that

‖f‖Hs(W )

‖f‖L2(W )
≤ F.

Assume that q1, q2 ∈ C0,s(Ω) with supp(q2 − q1) ⊂ Ω′ satisfy the bound

‖qj‖C0,s(Ω) ≤ E <∞ for j ∈ {1, 2}.
Then there exists a modulus of continuity ω(t) with ω(t) ≤ c| log(ct)|−µ for t ∈ (0, 1] and some
constants µ > 0 and c > 1 such that

‖q1 − q2‖L∞(Ω) ≤ ω
(
‖Λγ,q1(f)− Λγ,q2(f)‖H−s(W )

)
,

where µ and c only depend on Ω, W , s, E, F , γ, n, ‖f‖Hs+ε(W ), dist(Ω
′, ∂Ω).

1.2. Relation to the literature. The results of Theorem 1.1 - 1.3 and Corollaries 1.4, 1.6
should be viewed in the context of the strong activity on fractional Calderón type problems: The
fractional Calderón problem was introduced in the seminal work [GSU20] in which partial data
uniqueness results for L∞ regular potentials were derived. Building on this, low regularity par-
tial data uniqueness and optimal stability results [RS20b; RS18], uniqueness in the presence of
anisotropic background metrics [GLX17], single measurement reconstruction and stability prop-
erties [GRSU20; Rül21] as well as reconstruction based on monotonicity methods [HL20; HL19]
and finite dimensional versions [RS19] were deduced. In [Cov20b] a conductivity formulation and
a Liouville reduction was introduced. This was further extended in [Cov20a; CMRU22; Cov22;
CRZ22; RZ24]. We also point to [RS20a; LLR20; CLR20; BGU21; Li21; Li23; CHS22] for a
non-exhaustive list of further results on nonlinear and on related fractional equations as well as
to [GU21; CGRU23; LLU23; Lin23] for works connecting the local and fractional Calderón prob-
lems and to [Fei24; FGKU21; QU22; Chi23; CO23; Rül23] for novel results on the reconstruction
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of metrics in fractional Calderón type problems. Building on Mandache’s [Man01] and Di Cristo-
Rondi’s [DCR03] work, in [RS18] a first instability analysis for the fractional Calderón problem
was carried out – showing that contrary to the very strong uniqueness properties, the modulus
of continuity does not improve substantially compared to the classical Calderón problem. As in
[Man01] and [DCR03], the results of [RS18] however relied on the use of strong symmetries in
the operators and domains. In [KRS21] a systematic study of instability mechanisms was taken
up which allowed to robustify the previous instability mechanisms for a large class of inverse
problems. It is this framework which also forms the foundation for our current analysis. Here
we are confronted with novel challenges arising due to nonlocality (e.g., in having to consider
non-constant background potentials).

1.3. Outline of the article. The remainder of the article is structured as follows: In Section
2 we first discuss preliminary results on the precise set-up of our nonlocal equations and some
fundamental quantities for our instability framework. In Section 3 we then turn to proving
our instability results for the constant coefficient fractional Calderón problem. In particular,
this includes a regularity analysis of a comparison operator in Section 3.2. Next, in Section 4
we present the argument for the compression and instability estimates in the presence of low
regularity background metrics. Here a major ingredient is a regularity gain obtained through
a Caccioppoli estimate together with entropy bounds in weighted L2 based function spaces. In
Section 5 we focus on our last model example, the fractional conductivity equation, for which we
also deduce exponential instability properties. After that, in Section 6, we prove the instability
results for the single measurement reconstruction problem. Last but not least, the main body of
our text is complemented by an appendix in which we collect (well-known) analyticity estimates
for the heat equation for the convenience of the reader.

2. Preliminaries

We start with some preliminaries about the function spaces and operators which will appear
in our arguments.

2.1. Entropy numbers. We recall some definitions and properties of entropy numbers needed
for our analysis. Our main reference here is [KRS21], which builds on [ET96] and [KT59].

Definition 2.1. Let X , Y be Banach spaces and let A : X → Y be a bounded linear operator.
For any k ≥ 1, the k-th entropy number ek(A) of A is defined by

ek(A) := inf



ε > 0 : A(BX

1 ) ⊂
2k−1⋃

j=1

(yj + εBY
1 ) for some y1, . . . , y2k−1 ∈ Y



 .

The following two properties are relevant for our analysis.

Lemma 2.2. Let X, Y , Z be Banach spaces and let A : X → Y , B : Y → Z be bounded linear
operators with A 6≡ 0. Then for all j, k ≥ 1 it holds that

ej+k−1(B ◦A) ≤ ej(B)ek(A).

Lemma 2.3 ([KRS21, Lemma 3.9]). Let A : X → Y be a compact operator between separable
Hilbert spaces. Let σk(A) denote the singular values of A. Then, for µ > 0 it holds that

σk(A) . e−ckµ

for some c > 0 ⇐⇒ ek(A) . e−c̃k
µ

1+µ
for some c̃ > 0.
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2.2. Sobolev spaces. We introduce the relevant function spaces for our analysis. Let s ∈ R.
The inhomogeneous fractional Sobolev space Hs(Rn) is defined as

Hs(Rn) := {u ∈ S ′(Rn) : ‖u‖Hs(Rn) := ‖(1 + |ξ|2)s/2û(ξ)‖L2(Rn) <∞},
while for the homogeneous fractional Sobolev space Ḣs(Rn) we let

Ḣs(Rn) := {u ∈ S ′(Rn) : ‖u‖Ḣs(Rn) := ‖|ξ|sû(ξ)‖L2(Rn) <∞},
where S ′(Rn) indicates the set of tempered distributions on R

n. Let now Ω ⊂ R
n be open,

bounded and Lipschitz. In this case we define the inhomogeneous fractional Sobolev space
Hs(Ω) on the bounded domain Ω as

Hs(Ω) := {u|Ω : u ∈ Hs(Rn)},
to which we associate the quotient norm ‖u‖Hs(Ω) := inf{‖U‖Hs(Rn) : U |Ω = u}. We also define
the spaces

H̃s(Ω) := C∞
c (Ω)

Hs(Rn)
, Hs

Ω
:= {u ∈ Hs(Rn) : supp(u) ⊆ Ω},

and observe that H̃s(Ω) = Hs
Ω
holds for Lipschitz Ω (see [McL00, Theorem 3.29]). The following

properties show how the two kinds of fractional Sobolev spaces on bounded domains are related
to each other by duality:

(H̃s(Ω))∗ = H−s(Ω), (Hs(Ω))∗ = H̃−s(Ω).

It is possible to analogously define the homogeneous kind of fractional Sobolev spaces on bounded
sets.

We also recall the Sobolev-Slobodeckij spaces for Ω ⊂ R
n open, s ∈ (0, 1) and 1 ≤ p <∞

W s,p(Ω) := {u ∈ Lp(Ω) : ‖u‖W s,p(Ω) <∞},
where

‖u‖W s,p(Ω) := ‖u‖Lp(Ω) +

(
ˆ

Ω

ˆ

Ω

|u(x)− u(y)|p
|x− y|ps+n

dxdy

)1/p

.

By W s,p
0 (Ω) we will denote the closure of C∞

c (Ω) in W s,p(Rn).

Furthermore, for s ∈ (0, 1) and Ω̃ ⊆ R
n+1
+ := {(x, xn+1) ∈ R

n+1 : xn+1 > 0} open, we define
the following weighted inhomogeneous and homogeneous Sobolev spaces

H1(Ω̃, x1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ : Ω̃ → R : ‖x

1−2s
2

n+1 ũ‖L2(Ω̃) + ‖x
1−2s

2
n+1 ∇ũ‖L2(Ω̃) <∞},

Ḣ1(Ω̃, x1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ : Ω̃ → R : ‖x

1−2s
2

n+1 ∇ũ‖L2(Ω̃) <∞},
Ḣ1

0 (Ω̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ) := {ṽ ∈ Ḣ1(Ω̃, x1−2s

n+1 ) : ṽ|∂Ω̃ = 0},
where the trace is well-defined, see for example [RS20b, Lemma 4.4].

Additionally, we fix the following notation. For Ω ⊂ R
n open, Lipschitz and R > 0 we denote

QΩ,R := Ω× (0, R) ⊂ R
n+1
+ and ΓΩ,R := Ω× [0, R) ⊂ R

n+1
+ . Moreover, we define (with a slight

abuse of notation) the space H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) and its homogeneous counterpart by

H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ ∈ H1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) : ũ = 0 on (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R})}

and

Ḣ1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ ∈ Ḣ1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) : ũ = 0 on (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R})}.

In Section 4.1 we deduce singular value estimates for the associated embeddings ofH1(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) →

L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ).
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2.3. Gevrey spaces. In what follows below, we will make use of the class of Gevrey regular
functions. In contrast to [KRS21], we will directly work in the Euclidean setting and rely on an
L2 based notion of Gevrey classes. Let Ω ⊂ R

n be an open, smooth domain, Ω′ ⋐ Ω, σ ≥ 1 and
ρ > 0. We define the Gevrey-σ-spaces, Gσ(Ω′), by

Gσ(Ω′) := {u ∈ C∞(Ω′) : there exist C,R > 0 s.t. ‖Dαu‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ CR|α||α|σ|α| for all α ∈ N
n
0}.

In particular, the class G1(Ω′) coincides with the analytic functions on Ω′. In contrast to the
analytic functions, if σ > 1, there are elements in Gσ(Ω′) with compact support.

Moreover, following [KRS21], we define the Hilbert spaces Aσ,ρ(Ω′) ⊂ L2(Ω′) for 1 ≤ σ < ∞
and ρ > 0 in the following way:

Aσ,ρ(Ω′) :=
{
u ∈ C∞(Ω′) : ‖u‖Aσ,ρ(Ω′) <∞

}
, ‖u‖Aσ,ρ(Ω′) :=

( ∞∑

ℓ=0

e−2ℓρe−2σℓ log(ℓ+1)‖u‖2
Hℓ(Ω′)

) 1
2

.

Proposition 2.4. Let σ ≥ 1. The spaces Gσ(Ω′) and Aσ,ρ(Ω′) are related by

Gσ(Ω′) =
⋃

ρ>0

Aσ,ρ(Ω′).

Proof. Let u ∈ Gσ(Ω′), then

‖u‖2
Aσ,ρ(Ω′)

=

∞∑

ℓ=0

e−2ℓρe−2σℓ log(ℓ+1)‖u‖2
Hℓ(Ω′)

≤
∞∑

ℓ=0

e−2ℓρe−2σℓ log(ℓ+1)ℓC2R2ℓℓ2σℓ

≤ C2
∞∑

ℓ=0

ℓ exp
(
− 2ℓρ− 2σℓ log(ℓ+ 1) + 2ℓ log(R) + 2σℓ log(ℓ+ 1)

)
<∞,

if ρ > log(R), and thus u ∈ Aσ,ρ(Ω′).
On the other hand, let u ∈ Aσ,ρ(Ω′), i.e., ‖u‖2

Aσ,ρ(Ω′)
≤M <∞, which gives by the definition of

the Aσ,ρ-norm

e−2ℓρe−2σℓ log(ℓ+1)‖u‖2
Hℓ(Ω′)

≤M for all ℓ ∈ N.

Let now α ∈ N
n
0 with |α| = k. By Sobolev embedding,

‖Dαu‖2
L∞(Ω′)

≤ C‖u‖2
Hk+⌈n

2
⌉+1(Ω′)

≤ CMe2ρ(k+⌈n
2 ⌉+1)e2σ(k+⌈n

2 ⌉+1) log(k+⌈n
2 ⌉+2)

= CMe2ρ(⌈
n
2 ⌉+1)e2ρk(k +

⌈n
2

⌉
+ 2)2σ(k+⌈n

2 ⌉+1) ≤ C̃2R̃2kk2σk,

where the last inequality holds since for fixed m ∈ N we have (k +m)σ(k+m) ≤ C1R
k
1k

σk for all
k ∈ N. This proves that u ∈ Gσ(Ω′). �

Remark 2.5. From the proof of Proposition 2.4 we see that for u ∈ Gσ(Ω′) with

‖Dαu‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ CR|α||α|σ|α| for all α ∈ N
n
0

the parameter ρ such that u ∈ Aσ,ρ(Ω′) depends on R but not on C.

For σ ≥ 1, ρ, r > 0, we have the following size estimate of the inclusion Aσ,ρ(Ω′) ⊂ Hr(Ω′).
A related estimate for closed smooth manifolds was deduced in [KRS21, Theorem 3.13].

Lemma 2.6. Let σ ≥ 1, ρ > 0 and r > 0. Let Ω ⊂ R
n be an open, Lipschitz domain and let

Ω′ ⋐ Ω. Let j : Aσ,ρ(Ω′) → Hr(Ω′) be the canonical inclusion and let ek(j) denote its entropy
numbers. Then, there exist constants c > 0, ρ̃ > 0 such that

ek(j) ≤ ce−ρ̃k
1

nσ+1
.
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Proof. By definition, we have

ek(j) := inf



ε > 0 : j(BAσ,ρ

1 ) ⊂
2k−1⋃

l=0

(yl +BHr

ε )



 ,

for yl ∈ Hr(Ω′). Moreover, we recall that ek(iHr→Hs) ∼ k−
r−s
n and that, by definition, for any

linear map T , it holds that ek(cT ) = cek(T ). As a consequence, since BAσ,ρ

1 ⊂ eℓρeσℓ log(ℓ+1)BHℓ

1

for all ℓ ∈ N, we have that

ek(j) ≤ inf
ℓ∈N

eℓρeσℓ log(ℓ+1)ek(iHℓ→Hr ) ≤ c inf
ℓ∈N

eℓρeσℓ log(ℓ+1)k
−(ℓ−r)

n .

It thus remains to optimize the expression from above. By choosing ℓ = k
1

nσ+1 we obtain an
upper bound which yields the claimed scaling for the entropy numbers. �

2.4. The fractional Laplacian. Let s ∈ R
+ \ Z and u ∈ S(Rn), the set of Schwartz functions

on R
n. The fractional Laplacian of u is defined as

(−∆)su := F−1(|ξ|2sû(ξ)).
Observe that (−∆)s is a continuous map from S(Rn) to L∞(Rn), and thus the above definition
can be extended by density to a continuous operator (−∆)s : Hr(Rn) → Hr−2s(Rn) for all
r ∈ R. It is also possible to extend the definition of the fractional Laplacian to Sobolev spaces
of negative exponent and to Sobolev spaces of integrability p 6= 2. Many equivalent definitions
of the operator (−∆)s are given in [Kwa17] in the regime s ∈ (0, 1), such as the definition as the
following singular integral

(−∆)su(x) := cn,s PV

ˆ

Rn

u(x)− u(y)

|x− y|n+2s
dy,

with cn,s :=
4sΓ(n/2+s)

πn/2|Γ(−s)| and where PV denotes the principal value.

The fractional Laplacian can also be understood in terms of the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension
[CS07]. Since we will often use this perspective in what follows, we recall some details of this.
Let s ∈ (0, 1), and consider the following extension problem relative to the function u ∈ Hs(Rn):

{
∇ · x1−2s

n+1 ∇ũ = 0 in R
n+1
+ ,

ũ = u in R
n × {0}.(2.1)

This is naturally associated to the bilinear form

B(v, w) :=

ˆ

R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 ∇v · ∇wd(x, xn+1),

which is well-defined for v, w ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ). It is known ([CS07]) that problem (2.1)

admits a unique (weak) solution ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ), i.e., ũ verifies B(ũ, v) = 0 for all v ∈
Ḣ1

0 (R
n+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ), and ũ|Rn×{0} = u. This function ũ is called the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension
of u. As proved in [CS07; ST10], the fractional Laplacian (−∆)su of u ∈ Hs(Rn) can be
expressed in terms of the (local) Dirichlet-to-Neumann map associated to problem (2.1): there
exists a constant cs > 0 such that

(−∆)su(x) = −cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ(x, xn+1) ∈ Ḣ−s(Rn),(2.2)

with both objects understood in their weak forms. In particular, the nonlocal problem
{
(−∆)su = F in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,
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for f ∈ Hs(Rn), F ∈ H−s(Ω) can be reformulated locally in terms of the Caffarelli-Silvestre
extension as





∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ∇ũ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

−cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ = F in Ω,

ũ = f in Ωe × {0}.
(2.3)

We say that ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) is a solution of problem (2.3) if ũ has trace f on Ωe ×{0} and

for all ϕ ∈ Ḣ1
0,Ωe

(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) it holds

−
ˆ

R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 ∇ϕ · ∇ũ d(x, xn+1) = c−1

s

ˆ

Rn

ϕ(x, 0)F (x, 0) dx.

Here,

Ḣ1
0,Ωe

(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) :=
{
ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1

+ , x1−2s
n+1 ) : ũ(x, 0) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ Ωe

}
.

Existence and uniqueness of ũ follow by an application of Lax-Milgram’s theorem. Additionally,
it holds that

‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ ,x1−2s

n+1 ) . ‖f‖Hs(Rn) + ‖F‖H−s(Ω),

where we have made use of the compact support of u − f on R
n and Poincaré’s inequality. By

virtue of the trace estimates we obtain

‖u‖Ḣs(Rn) . ‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ ,x1−2s

n+1 ) and ‖ lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ‖Ḣ−s(Rn) . ‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1

+ ,x1−2s
n+1 ).

Indeed, both estimates follow from a tangential Fourier transform of the Caffarelli-Silvestre
extension, as shown in [CS07].

Moreover, [ST10] provides a solution representation for ũ by a Neumann kernel (Theorem 1.1
in [ST10])

ũ(x, xn+1) =
1

Γ(s)

ˆ ∞

0

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)((−∆)su)(z)dz e−
x2
n+1
4t

dt

t1−s
,

where Kt(x, z) denotes the heat kernel. This can also be observed by a Fourier transform in
the tangential directions or, alternatively, the explicit form of the heat kernel. If we consider
xn+1 = 0 we deduce

u(x) =
1

Γ(s)

ˆ ∞

0

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)((−∆)su)(z)dz
dt

t1−s
.

2.5. The variable coefficient fractional Laplacian. In this section we define a variable coef-
ficient, anisotropic fractional Laplacian. Following the structure of the previous section, we rely
on a variable coefficient Caffarelli-Silvestre extension [CS07; ST10].

We let ã =

(
a 0
0 1

)
, where a ∈ L∞(Rn;Rn×n) is a uniformly elliptic, symmetric tensor field.

By energy (or Lax-Milgram) arguments it follows that
{
∇ · x1−2s

n+1 ã∇ũ = 0 in R
n+1
+ ,

ũ = u in R
n × {0},

has a unique solution ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) for all u ∈ Hs(Rn), and the trace estimates

‖u‖Hs(Rn) . ‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ ,x1−2s

n+1 ), ‖ lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ‖H−s(Rn) . ‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1

+ ,x1−2s
n+1 )
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hold. The first estimate follows as in the previous section, the second one can be obtained by a
weak formulation of the normal derivative. With this in mind and in analogy to the case of the
fractional Laplacian, we define the operator (−∇·a∇)s : Hs(Rn) → H−s(Rn) (in weak sense) as

(−∇ · a∇)su := −cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ.

We will thus view the nonlocal problem
{
(−∇ · a∇)su = F in Ω,

u = f in Ωe

with f ∈ Hs(Rn) and F ∈ H−s(Ω) locally as

(2.4)





∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ã∇ũ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

−cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ = F in Ω,

ũ = f in Ωe × {0}.
Similarly as above ũ ∈ Ḣ1(Rn+1

+ , x1−2s
n+1 ) is the unique solution of (2.4) if it has trace f on Ωe×{0}

and for all ϕ ∈ Ḣ1
0,Ωe

(Rn+1
+ , x1−2s

n+1 ) it holds

−
ˆ

R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 ∇ϕ · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1) = c−1

s

ˆ

Rn

ϕ(x, 0)F (x, 0) dx.

We again have by the well-posedness of the problem that

‖u‖Hs(Rn) + ‖ũ‖Ḣ1(Rn+1
+ ,x1−2s

n+1 ) . ‖f‖Hs(Rn) + ‖F‖H−s(Ω).

We remark that also the variable coefficient problem allows for various equivalent definitions,
including spectral ones [ST10] as well as kernel based ones [GLX17].

2.6. The fractional conductivity equation. In this subsection we turn to a preliminary study
of the fractional divergence and gradient operators (∇·)s,∇s, as well as to a brief discussion of
the fractional conductivity problem

{
((∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,

for Ω ⊂ R
n open and Lipschitz.

It is worth noticing immediately that the operators (∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) and (−∇ · a∇)s represent
two different fractional generalizations of the classical conductivity operator whose associated
inverse problems are not equivalent.

The fractional gradient and divergence operators were introduced as part of the nonlocal
vector calculus studied in [DGLZ12; DGLZ13], and were later further developed in the papers
[Cov20b; Cov20a; CMR21; CRZ22; CHS22; Cov22; RZ24], among others. We refer to these
works as main references for this section. Assume s ∈ (0, 1). We define the fractional gradient
of a function u ∈ C∞

c (Rn) as the following two-point function:

∇su(x, y) :=
c
1/2
n,s√
2

u(y)− u(x)

|x− y|n/2+s+1
(x− y).

Having observed that this implies ‖∇su‖L2(R2n) ≤ ‖u‖Hs(Rn), we extend the above definition by

density to act as ∇s : Hs(Rn) → L2(R2n). Moreover, we define the fractional divergence (∇·)s
as the adjoint of ∇s, hence deducing the mapping property (∇·)s : L2(R2n) → H−s(Rn). With
these definitions, it is immediate to observe that in Hs(Rn) it holds that

(∇·)s∇s = (−∆)s.
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Let γ ∈ C∞(Rn) be a scalar function satisfying γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞
c (Ω) and γ ≥ γ for some

γ ∈ (0,∞). These properties imply that γ is bounded, and also γ ≡ 1 in Ωe. We refer to

the function γ as the conductivity, while we will call Θ(x, y) := γ(x)1/2γ(y)1/2I the interaction
matrix, according to the terminology of nonlocal vector calculus. One immediately sees that
Θ · ∇su ∈ L2(R2n) for all u ∈ Hs(Rn), and thus we can define the fractional conductivity
operator

(∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) : Hs(Rn) → H−s(Rn).

To this operator we associate the direct problem
{
((∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) + q)u = F in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,
(2.5)

where q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω), F ∈ H−s(Ω), and f ∈ Hs(Rn). The well-posedness of (2.5) in Hs(Rn) has

been obtained in the case q ≡ 0 by energy methods in [Cov20a], see also [DGLZ13]. In this
paper, we will always assume that q is such that 0 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue for (2.5), which is
always the case if for example q ≥ 0 or ‖q‖

L
n
2s (Ω)

is small enough (see condition (Aq) and Section

2.7). This allows to extend the well-posedness result also for non-vanishing q correspondingly.

Consider now the following bilinear form associated with (2.5):

Bγ,q(u, v) :=

ˆ

Rn

ˆ

Rn

(Θ · ∇su) · ∇sv dx dy +

ˆ

Ω

quv dx.

We see that Bγ,q is defined on Hs(Rn) × Hs(Rn) and symmetric. Further, let uf ∈ Hs(Rn)
indicate the unique solution of (2.5) in the case F ≡ 0. It is easy to prove (see e.g. [Cov20a])
that the linear map Λγ,q : H

s(Ωe) → (Hs(Ωe))
∗ given by

〈Λγ,q(f |Ωe), g|Ωe〉 := Bγ,q(uf , g), f, g ∈ Hs(Rn),

where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the Hs(Ωe)-(H
s(Ωe))

∗ duality pairing, is well-defined, continuous and self-
adjoint. We call Λγ,q the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map associated with (2.5). In this framework,
before turning to its instability properties, we first address the uniqueness question in the asso-
ciated fractional Calderón problem.

Proposition 2.7. Let Ω,W1,W2 ⊂ R
n be bounded, open and mutually disjoint sets. Let γ ∈

C∞(Rn) be a fixed conductivity function satisfying γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞
c (Ω) and γ ≥ γ for some

γ ∈ (0,∞). Assume that q1, q2 ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) are such that

〈Λγ,q1(f1|Ωe), f2|Ωe〉 = 〈Λγ,q2(f1|Ωe), f2|Ωe〉

for all fj ∈ C∞
c (Wj), j = 1, 2. Then q1 = q2 in Ω.

The proof of Proposition 2.7 is given in Section 5 and with this uniqueness result in hand,
we then turn to the instability result. We remark that the uniqueness question in Proposition
2.7 differs somewhat from the one investigated in [Cov20a; CRZ22] and subsequent works, as in
our case the conductivity γ is fixed a priori, and a potential q 6= 0 is to be recovered. In this
sense the question is rather closer to the original one asked in [GSU20], of which it represents
a possible generalization to operators of non-constant coefficients. We highlight that uniqueness
for this inverse problem has been implicitly solved in [Cov20a, Section 6] in the special case
A ≡ 0. However, the proof of that result is made quite technical by the introduction of the
magnetic potential A and the stricter regularity assumptions. Therefore, for the convenience of
the reader, we have included the argument for Proposition 2.7 in Section 5 below.
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2.7. On the condition (Aq). Having discussed the constant coefficient, the variable coefficient
and the conductivity version of the fractional Calderón problem, let us briefly comment on the
assumption (Aq). This condition allows to consider well-defined Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators
in all three instances.

More precisely, it guarantees that for f ∈ Hs(Ωe), F ∈ (Hs(Ω))∗ and q̃ ∈ B
L

n
2s (Ω)

r0 (q) with q
satisfying the condition (Aq), problems such as

(2.6)






∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ã∇ũ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

−cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ+ q̃u = F in Ω,

ũ = f in Ωe × {0},
can be uniquely solved. In particular, viewing these equations as giving rise to bounded operators

Tq̃ : H
s(Ωe)× (Hs(Ωe))

∗ 7→ Hs(Rn), (f, F ) 7→ u := ũ|Rn×{0}

by the Fredholm alternative, the condition (Aq) ensures that for all q̃ ∈ B
L

n
2s (Ω)

r0 (q) these oper-
ators are well-defined and bounded.

Special examples of settings in which the condition (Aq) is satisfied are given by

• q ∈ L∞ with q ≥ 0,
• ‖q‖L∞(Ω) ≤ λ1(Ω), where λ1(Ω) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the operator with
vanishing potential in Ω.

We remark that due to the discrete spectrum of the fractional Laplacian on bounded domains
in all its three formulations, generically the condition (Aq) is satisfied. Without this condition,
Cauchy data would provide the natural generalization.

2.8. Additional notation. We conclude this section by introducing some more notation. Let
A,B ≥ 0. When we write A . B, we mean that there exists some constant C > 0 such that

A ≤ CB.

Similarly, we write A ∼ B, when we mean that there exists a constant C > 0 such that

1

C
B ≤ A ≤ CB.

3. Instability for the constant coefficient fractional Calderón problem

In this section we prove the instability result in the case of constant coefficients (Theorem 1.1).
We will see that analytic regularization for a suitable comparison operator leads to exponential
instability.

3.1. The general instability framework. We first provide the general arguments leading to
the instability result.
The main argument is based on the following abstract result from [KRS21] which will allow us to
deduce the desired instability result “by comparison” with a suitably defined auxiliary operator.

Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 5.14 in [KRS21]). Let X be a Banach space, Y a separable Hilbert
space and let F : X → B(Y, Y ′) be a continuous map. Let X1 ⊂ X be a closed subspace and

K = {u ∈ X : ‖u‖X1 ≤ r} for some r > 0. Assume that i : X1 → X is compact with ek(i) & k−m′

for some m′ > 0. Also, assume that there exists an orthonormal basis (ϕj)j∈N of Y and constants
C, ρ, µ > 0 so that F (u) and F (u)∗ satisfy

‖F (u)ϕk‖Y ′ , ‖F (u)∗ϕk‖Y ′ ≤ Ce−ρkµ

, k ≥ 1,(3.1)
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uniformly over u ∈ K. Then there exists c > 0 with the property that for any ε > 0 small enough
there are u1, u2 such that

‖u1 − u2‖X ≥ ε, ‖uj‖X1 ≤ r, ‖F (u1)− F (u2)‖B(Y,Y ′) ≤ exp(−cε−
µ

m′(µ+2) ).

In particular, if one has the stability property

‖u1 − u2‖X ≤ ω(‖F (u1)− F (u2)‖B(Y,Y ′)), u1, u2 ∈ K,

then necessarily ω(t) & | log t|−
m′(µ+2)

µ for t small.

Remark 3.2. We remark that in the proof of this result in [KRS21] the condition ‖u‖X1 ≤ r in
the definition of K is just used in order to have compactness and some uniform bounds over K.
In particular, the set K does not need to be centered at 0, which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 1.1.

Let Ω,Ω′,W ⊂ R
n and q̄ ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) be as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. We will apply

Theorem 3.1 to F = Γ, with

Γ : L
n
2s (Ω) ∩BL

n
2s (Ω)

r0 (q̄) → B(H̃s(W ), H−s(W )), q 7→ Γ(q) := Λq − Λ0,

where r0 > 0 and q̄ satisfy the conditions in (Aq). We remark that Λ0 is also well-defined since
zero is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of (−∆)s on Ω. In order to show that Γ satisfies the bounds

(3.1), we will introduce a linear comparison operator A : H̃s(W ) → Hs(Ω′) which dominates the
nonlinear (in q) operator Γ, in the sense that

‖Γ(q)f‖H−s(W ), ‖Γ(q)∗f‖H−s(W ) ≤ ‖Af‖Hs(Ω′) for all f ∈ H̃s(W )

holds uniformly over q ∈ K for some subset K ⊂ L
n
2s (Ω). We then show that the singular values

of this operator A decay exponentially and choose ϕk in Theorem 3.1 as the singular value basis
of A. This then guarantees the validity of the condition (3.1).

After a suitable operator A has been identified, it thus suffices to prove decay of the associated
entropy estimates. To this end, we will rely on regularization properties of the operator A, whose
derivation will constitute a main part of this section.

Lemma 3.3. Let W,Ω′ ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, Lipschitz domains and let s1, s2 ∈ R. Let

A : H̃s2(W ) → Hs1(Ω′) be a compact linear operator with singular values σk(A). Assume that

A(B
H̃s2 (W )
1 ) ⊂ Aσ,ρ(Ω′) for some σ ≥ 1 and ρ > 0 is bounded. Then there exists c > 0 such that

σk(A) . exp(−ck 1
nσ ).

Proof. We factorize the operator A = j ◦ Ã, where Ã : H̃s2(W ) → Aσ,ρ(Ω
′
) and where j denotes

the inclusion j : Aσ,ρ(Ω
′
) → Hs1(Ω

′
). Then,

σk(A) ≤ σk(j)‖Ã‖ ≤ C‖Ã‖e−ck
1

nσ ,

where we used that ek(j) . e−c̃k
1

nσ+1
(recall Lemma 2.6) implies that σk(j) . e−ck

1
nσ (cf.

Lemma 2.3 or the original reference in [KRS21, Lemma 3.9]). �

Given Lemma 3.3, we observe that in order to prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to deduce (an-
alytically) regularizing properties for a suitable comparison operator A. As shown in the next
results, it is possible to choose A to be a bounded linear operator and to consider associated
regularity estimates.
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Proposition 3.4. Let s ∈ (0, 1). Let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz,

Ω′ ⊂ Ω be compact, non-empty, Lipschitz and W ⊂ Ωe open, non-empty, Lipschitz. Let A :

H̃s(W ) → Hs(Ω′) be defined as

A(f) = u0
∣∣
Ω′ ,

where u0 is the solution to
{
(−∆)su0 = 0 in Ω,

u0 = f in Ωe.

Then A(H̃s(W )) ⊂ G1(Ω′), and there exist constants C,R > 0 (depending only on Ω′,Ω,W, n)
such that

‖Dτu‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ C‖f‖Hs(W )R
|τ ||τ ||τ | for all τ ∈ N

n
0(3.2)

holds for all u ∈ A(H̃s(W )) with u = A(f).

We postpone the proof of Proposition 3.4 to Section 3.2 and first show how this then implies
our main result. To this end, we discuss a final auxiliary result which provides the desired
exponential bounds for the singular values of the operator A.

Proposition 3.5. Let A be defined as in Proposition 3.4 and let σk be the singular values of A.
Then, for some c > 0 it holds that

σk(A) . exp(−ck 1
n ).

Proof. Recalling Remark 2.5, we find by Proposition 3.4 that A(H̃s(W )) ⊂ A1,ρ(Ω′) for some

ρ > 0 and B
H̃s(W )
1 ⊂ A1,ρ(Ω′) is bounded. By the disjointness of the domains Ω′ and W

combined with, for instance, the kernel representation of the fractional Laplacian, the operator
A is compact. An application of Lemma 3.3 then implies the statement. �

Now we are finally in the position to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin by noting that zero is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue of (−∆)s and
that, by assumption, for the potential q̄ the condition (Aq) with radius r0 > 0 is satisfied. For
Ω′ ⋐ Ω Lipschitz, we then define

K := {q ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) : q ∈ q̄ + B

W
δ, n

2s
0 (Ω′)

r0 (0)}.

In this case the operator Γ(q) := Λq − Λ0 is well-defined for every q ∈ K. It is known that

the embedding i : W δ, n
2s (Ω) → L

n
2s (Ω) is compact with ek(i) & k−δ/n, see, for instance, [ET96,

Theorem in Section 3.5] (noting that for the Besov spacesBs
p,q(R

n) we have Bs
p,p(R

n) =W s,p(Rn)
(c.f. [Leo09, Proposition 14.40])).

Now, let q ∈ K, f ∈ H̃s(W ), and let u ∈ Hs(Rn) be a solution to
{
((−∆)s + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,
(3.3)

and u0 ∈ Hs(Rn) a solution to (3.3) with q = 0. Then, w := u− u0 solves
{
((−∆)s + q)w = −qu0 in Ω,

w = 0 in Ωe,
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and we have Γ(q)f = (Λq − Λ0)f = (−∆)sw|W . Reformulating this by means of the Caffarelli-
Silvestre extension for w as in Section 2.4, we find that w̃ solves





∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ∇w̃ = 0 in R

n+1
+ ,

cs lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1w̃ − qw = qu0 in Ω,

w̃ = 0 in Ωe × {0},

with (−∆)s w := −cs limxn+1→0 x
1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1w̃. With this in hand we have the following sequence

of inequalities
(3.4)
‖(−∆)sw‖H−s(W ) . ‖(−∆)sw‖H−s(Rn) . ‖ lim

xn+1→0
x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1w̃‖H−s(Rn) . ‖w̃‖Ḣ1(Rn+1

+ ,x1−2s
n+1 )

. ‖qu0‖H−s(Ω) . ‖qu0‖
L

2n
n+2s (Ω)

= ‖qu0‖
L

2n
n+2s (Ω′)

. ‖q‖
L

n
2s (Ω′)

‖u0‖
L

2n
n−2s (Ω′)

. ‖q‖
L

n
2s (Ω′)

‖u0‖Hs(Ω′) . ‖u0‖Hs(Ω′),

where the third inequality follows from the trace estimates and the fourth inequality from the well-
posedness estimate from Section 2.4 together with the condition (Aq). Since, by Sobolev inequal-

ity, the embedding of Hs(Ω′) into L
2n

n−2s (Ω′) is continuous, the space L
2n

n+2s (Ω′) =
(
L

2n
n−2s (Ω′)

)∗

can be continuously embedded into H−s(Ω′). This gives the fifth inequality. For the sixth
equality we recall that q was supported on Ω′ and inequality seven is a consequence of Hölder’s
inequality. The second to last inequality is again due to the Sobolev inequality.

We next consider the linear operator

A : H̃s(W ) → Hs(Ω′), f 7→ u0
∣∣
Ω′ ,

from Proposition 3.4, and obtain

‖Γ(q)f‖H−s(W ) = ‖(−∆)sw‖H−s(W ) ≤ C‖u0‖Hs(Ω′) = C‖Af‖Hs(Ω′)(3.5)

with the constant C being uniform over K.
Since by Proposition 3.5 the operator A satisfies for some c̄ > 0

σk(A) . exp(−c̄k 1
n ),(3.6)

by choosing f = ϕk in (3.5) for (ϕk)k∈N ⊂ H̃s(W ) the singular value basis for A, which forms

an orthonormal basis of H̃s(W ), we can conclude that

‖Γ(q)ϕk‖H−s(W ) . ‖Aϕk‖Hs(Ω′) . |σk(A)| . exp(−c̄k 1
n ).

Since Γ(q) is self-adjoint, the same bound holds for the adjoint operators Γ(q)∗. Since Λq1−Λq2 =

Γ(q1) − Γ(q2), Theorem 3.1 applied for F = Γ, K as above (recall also Remark 3.2), m′ = δ
n ,

ρ = c̄ and µ = 1
n then yields the existence of some c > 0 such that for any 0 < ε < r0 there are

potentials q1, q2 ∈ K with

‖Λq1 − Λq2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 1
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖L n
2s (Ω)

≥ ε.

The second part of the statement then also follows from the general instability framework of
Theorem 3.1. �
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3.2. Regularity results for the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension. In this subsection we de-
duce analytic regularization properties for the operator (−∆)s in tangential directions in the
interior of Ω, i.e., we provide the proof of Proposition 3.4. For alternative elliptic arguments
leading to interior analyticity we refer to [FMMS22; FMMS23b] in polygons and polyhedra and
to [RO16] for general regularity results for the fractional Laplacian and related operators.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. We use that by [ST10], the function u can be expressed in terms of the
heat kernel Kt(x, z) in the form

u(x) = c̃s

∞̂

0

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)g(z)dz
dt

t1−s
,(3.7)

where g(z) := (−∆)su ∈ Ḣ−s(Rn) for f ∈ H̃s(W ). Indeed, this follows from noting that the
map

T : Ḣ−s(Rn) → Ḣs(Rn), g 7→ c̃s

∞̂

0

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)g(z)dz
dt

t1−s

is well-defined and bounded (first for g ∈ C∞
c (Rn) and then in general by density). Hence, for

g = (−∆)su we also obtain

‖Tg‖Ḣs(Rn) ≤ C‖u‖Hs(Rn),

and, for u ∈ C∞
c (Rn) and such a choice of g, a direct computation shows that u = Tg. By

density this then also holds for u ∈ Hs(Rn), which provides a proof of the identity from [ST10]
in our setting.

We claim that u(x) is analytic for x ∈ Ω′. In order to observe this, we split the definition in
(3.7) into two parts and set u(x) = v1(x) + v2(x) with

v1(x) =

∞̂

1

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)g(z)dz
dt

t1−s
,(3.8)

v2(x) =

1
ˆ

0

ˆ

Rn

Kt(x, z)g(z)dz
dt

t1−s
.(3.9)

Furthermore we define w(x, t) :=
´

Rn

Kt(x, z)g(z)dz for t ≥ 0.

Step 1: Bounds for ∂αx v1, |α| ≥ 1. For v1, we note that the following analytic estimates hold
(cf. inequality (1.7) in [EMZ17] and references therein): There exist C,R > 0 such that for all
x ∈ Ω′, t ≥ 1

|∂αxw(x, t)| ≤ CR|α||α|!
(
t− 1

2

)− |α|
2 −n

4

‖w‖L2(Rn×{1/2}).

As a consequence, exchanging integration and differentiation for which we invoke the dominated
convergence theorem, we obtain for α ∈ N

n with |α| ≥ 1

|∂αx v1(x0)| ≤
∞̂

1

|∂αxw(x0, t)|
dt

t1−s
≤ CsR

|α||α|!‖w‖L2(Rn×{1/2}),(3.10)
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where we have used that n ≥ 2 and thus 1− s+ |α|
2 + n

4 > 1 to get the integrability in t. Hence,
we infer the desired analyticity bounds for ∂αx v1 (in the case of |α| ≥ 1). It remains to bound
the quantity on the right hand side of (3.10) in terms of f . To this end, we note that

w(x, 1/2) =

ˆ

Rn

K 1
2
(x, z)g(z)dz = F−1(e−

|ξ|2

2 ĝ)(x),

and thus, by the Parseval identity,

‖w‖L2(Rn×{1/2}) ≤ ‖e− |ξ|2

2 ĝ‖L2(Rn) ≤ ‖e− |ξ|2

2 ‖Ḣs(Rn)‖ĝ‖Ḣ−s(Rn) ≤ C‖f‖Hs(W ).

Step 2: Bounds for ∂αx v2. We next turn to the analyticity of v2. This does not immediately
follow as above, since the heat kernel is not analytically regularizing in time and the radius
of convergence decreases exponentially as t → 0. However, we use that g = 0 in Ω. As a
consequence, in Ω the function w(x, t) solves the equation

{
(∂t −∆)w = 0 in Ω× (0,∞),

w = 0 on Ω× {0}.

Hence, for x0 ∈ Ω′ the function w satisfies the estimate

|∂αxw(x0, t)| ≤ C‖w‖L2(Ω′′×[0,1])R
|α||α|! for x0 ∈ Ω′, t ∈ [0, 1).

for some C = C(n,Ω′,Ω′′), some R = R(n,Ω′,Ω′′) ∈ (0, 1) and with Ω′′ ⊂ R
n open, such that

Ω′ ⋐ Ω′′ ⋐ Ω. This follows analogously as in [EMZ17, Lemma 2.2] (without weights, which for
convenience of the reader, we formulate and prove again below in Lemma A.2).

It remains to estimate ‖w‖L2(Ω′′×[0,1]) in terms of the data ‖f‖Hs(W ). To this end, we let
ψ ∈ C∞(Rn) with supp(ψ) ∈ Bδ/2(0)

c and ψ ≡ 1 in Bδ(0)
c with δ ∈ (0, 1) satisfying δ <

dist(supp(g),Ω′′). Then, using that g = 0 in Ω, we note that
(3.11)

‖w‖L2(Ω′′×[0,1]) = ‖
ˆ

Rn

Kt(· − z)g(z)dz‖L2(Ω′′×(0,1)) = ‖
ˆ

Rn

Kt(· − z)ψ(· − z)g(z)dz‖L2(Rn×(0,1))

≤ ‖g‖Ḣ−s(Rn)‖Kt(·)ψ(·)‖Ḣs(Rn)×L2(0,1) ≤ C‖f‖Hs(W )‖Kt(·)ψ(·)‖Ḣs(Rn)×L2(0,1)

≤ C‖f‖Hs(W ).

Here we have used the fact that in supp(ψ) and for t ∈ (0, 1) there exists c > 0 such that

Kt(x), |∇Kt(x)| ≤ ct−n/2−1e−c/t,

which is non-singular as t → 0. Also observe that, as above, the constant C > 1 in (3.11) may
change from line to line.

We insert this bound into the expression for v2, and infer the bounds for α ∈ N
n

|∂αx v2(x0, t)| ≤
1
ˆ

0

|∂αxw(x0, t)|
dt

t1−s
≤ C‖w‖L2(Ω′′×[0,1])R

|α||α|!

∣∣∣∣∣∣

1
ˆ

0

dt

t1−s

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ C‖f‖Hs(W )R
|α||α|!.

Step 3: Bounds for u. Combining the above estimates for v1 and v2 implies that u satisfies
for |α| ≥ 1

‖∂αx u‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ C̃‖f‖Hs(W )R̃
|α||α||α|(3.12)
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when f ∈ H̃s(W ). By the well-posedness of (3.4) we additionally know that ‖u‖L2(Ω′) ≤
‖u‖Hs(Rn) ≤ C‖f‖Hs(W ). We then deduce by Sobolev embedding that
(3.13)

‖u‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ C‖u‖Hn(Ω′) ≤ ‖u‖L2(Ω′) +Vol(Ω′)1/2
n∑

j=1

‖Dj
xu‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ CnC̃‖f‖Hs(W )R̃

nnn

≤ C‖f‖Hs(W ).

Thus, combining (3.12) and (3.13), we have

‖Dτu‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ C‖f‖Hs(W )R
|τ ||τ ||τ | for all τ ∈ N

n
0 .

�

4. Instability for the variable coefficient fractional Calderón problem

In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 1.2. To this end, we recall some notation.

For Ω ⊂ R
n open, R > 0 we denote QΩ,R := Ω× (0, R) ⊂ R

n+1
+ and ΓΩ,R := Ω× [0, R) ⊂ R

n+1
+ .

The spaces H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) and Ḣ1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) were defined by

H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ ∈ H1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) : ũ = 0 on (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R})},

and

Ḣ1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) := {ũ ∈ Ḣ1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) : ũ = 0 on (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R})}.

4.1. Singular value and entropy estimates for embeddings adapted to the (variable
coefficient) Caffarelli-Silvestre extension. Before turning to the proof of Theorem 1.2, in
this section, we deduce singular value bounds adapted to embeddings associated with the variable
coefficient fractional Caffarelli-Silvestre extension operator. This relies on a characterization of
the relevant spaces in terms of sequence spaces based on eigenfunction decompositions of and
Weyl type bounds for the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension.

Hence, we first recall the eigenvalue characterization for a variant of a variable coefficient
Caffarelli-Silvestre operator. Indeed, the following proposition follows exactly like Proposition
2.1 in [FF20] with the obvious modifications.

Proposition 4.1. Let s ∈ (0, 1), R > 0 and let Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-empty, bounded and

Lipschitz. Define

ẽl,m(x, xn+1) := γmx
s
n+1J−s

(
j−s,m

R
xn+1

)
el(x) for any l,m ∈ N>0

and

λl,m := µl +
j2−s,m

R2
for any l,m ∈ N>0,

where J−s is the Bessel function of first kind with order −s, 0 < j−s,1 < j−s,2 < · · · < j−s,m < · · ·

are the zeros of J−s, γm :=

(
´ R

0
xn+1

[
J−s(

j−s,m

R xn+1)
]2
dxn+1

)−1/2

is a normalizing constant,

{el}l≥1 denotes a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of (−∆) in Ω with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary data and µ1 < µ2 ≤ · · · ≤ µl ≤ · · · the corresponding eigenvalues.
Then for any l,m ∈ N>0, ẽl,m is an eigenfunction of

(4.1)





−∇ · x1−2s
n+1 ∇ẽl,m = λl,mẽl,m in QΩ,R,

ẽl,m = 0 on (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R}) ,
lim

xn+1→0
x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ẽl,m = 0 on Ω,
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with corresponding eigenvalues λl,m (interpreted in a weak sense). Moreover, the set {ẽl,m :

l,m ∈ N>0} is a complete orthonormal system for L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ).

Building on the characterization of the spectrum of the Caffarelli-Silvestre operator, we derive
a similar result as Proposition 2.7 in [KRS21] which allows us to identify the relevant weighted
Sobolev spaces with corresponding weighted sequence spaces.

To this end, we relabel the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions from above and define these as
(λk, ϕ̃k) ⊂

(
R>0 × L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 )

)
to denote the ordered pairs of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

(λl,m, ẽl,m) from Proposition 4.1 such that 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λk ≤ · · · . We note that ϕ̃k ∈
H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) and that by their defining equation the functions ϕ̃k are also H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 )

orthogonal. Hence, defining the functions ϕ̃k ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) as L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) normalized,

ordered eigenfunctions, we obtain an orthonormal basis (ϕ̃k)k∈N of L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) which is also

orthogonal with respect to the Ḣ1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) inner product. In what follows below, we will

work with this basis.

Proposition 4.2. Let Ω be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, and let R > 0. Let
(λk, ϕ̃k) ⊂

(
R>0 ×H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 )

)
be as above. Then for any ũ ∈ H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 )

‖ũ‖2
H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )
∼

∞∑

k=1

k
2

n+1 |(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )|2.

Moreover,

H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) =

{
ũ ∈ L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) :

∞∑

k=1

k
2

n+1 |(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )|2 <∞

}
.

In particular, there exists an isomorphism between H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) and the sequence space

h1 :=



(aj)j∈N ∈ ℓ2 :

∞∑

j=1

j
2

n+1 |aj |2 <∞



 ,

given by ũ 7→ ((ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ))k∈N.

Proof. Step 1: Weyl type asymptotics of the eigenvalues. We begin by deducing the asymptotic
behaviour of the eigenvalues λk. We recall that λl,m was given by

λl,m := µl +
j2−s,m

R2
for any l,m ∈ N>0.

By Weyl asymptotics (cf. [Tay10, Chapter 8 Corollary 3.5]), we know that µl ∼ l2/n and by
McMahon’s asymptotic expansion (cf. 10.21 (vi) in [Olv+10]) we also know that j2−s,m ∼ m2,
which implies that

λl,m ∼ l2/n +m2.(4.2)

Fix some N ∈ N>0 sufficiently large. We seek to estimate the number of pairs (l,m) such that

l2/n +m2 ≤ N . For fixed m ≤
√
N there are ⌊(N −m2)n/2⌋ elements l such that the condition

is satisfied. Summing over m we find

⌊
√
N⌋∑

m=1

⌊(N −m2)n/2⌋ ≤
⌊
√
N⌋∑

m=1

Nn/2 ≤ N
n+1
2 ,
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and

⌊
√
N⌋∑

m=1

⌊(N −m2)n/2⌋ ≥
⌊
√
N/2⌋∑

m=1

⌊(N −m2)n/2⌋ ≥
⌊
√
N/2⌋∑

m=1

(N − 1

4
N)n/2 =

⌊
√
N/2⌋∑

m=1

(
3

4
N)n/2

≥ 1

3

(
3

4

)n/2

N
n+1
2 .

Hence, there are approximately N
n+1
2 pairs (l,m) such that l2/n + m2 ≤ N , which implies

together with (4.2) that

λk ∼ k
2

n+1 .

Step 2: Characterization as a sequence space. We claim that as a consequence of Proposition
4.1 we obtain for ũ ∈ H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) the norm equivalence

‖ũ‖2
H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )
∼

∞∑

k=1

k
2

n+1 |(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )|2.(4.3)

Indeed, firstly, by the zero boundary conditions, we have thatH1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) = Ḣ1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ).

Next, if ũ ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ), we obtain that

λk(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ) = (∇ũ,∇ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 ).

Due to the L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 )-orthonormality of the functions ϕ̃k, the norm equivalence follows.

Moreover, together with the singular value asymptotics from step 1, this also shows that any
element of H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) can be identified with an element in

X :=

{
ũ ∈ L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) :

∞∑

k=1

k
2

n+1 |(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )|2 <∞

}
.

It remains to prove that if ũ ∈ X , then also ũ in H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ). This follows from the fact

that since ϕ̃k ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) for any N ∈ N also

ũN :=

N∑

k=1

k
2

n+1 (ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )ϕ̃k ∈ H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ),

and, by the norm equivalence from above and since ũ ∈ X , for N ≥M

‖ũN − ũM‖2
H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )
∼

N∑

k=M

k
2

n+1 |(ũ, ϕ̃k)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )|2 → 0 as M,N → ∞.

Therefore, (ũN )N∈N forms a Cauchy sequence in H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) and thus by the completeness

of H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) the limit N → ∞ exists and is an element of H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ).

Last but not least, the identification with the sequence space h1 follows directly from the
characterization as the function space X from above. �

Using the above characterization in terms of sequence spaces, we obtain two-sided singular
value estimates for the embedding i : H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ).

Proposition 4.3. Let Ω be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, and let R > 0. The
embedding i : H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) satisfies the singular value bounds

σk(i) ∼ k−
1

n+1 .
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Proof. Let ũ ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ), (ϕ̃j)j∈N>0 the orthonormal system as in Proposition 4.2 and

b ∈ Z. Define Jb by

Jbũ :=
∞∑

j=1

j
b

n+1 (ũ, ϕ̃j)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )ϕ̃j .

Then, by Proposition 4.2, we have ‖ũ‖H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ) ∼ ‖J1ũ‖L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 ) and H
1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 )

and L2(ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) are isomorphic to the sequence spaces h1 and ℓ2 with the isomorphism given

by u 7→ ((u, ϕ̃j)L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ))j∈N. We note that for all ũ, ṽ ∈ H1

0 (ΓΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) it holds

(i∗i(ũ), ṽ)H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ) = (i(ũ), i(ṽ))L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 ) = (J−2ũ, ṽ)H1(ΓΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 ).

Thus, i∗i = J−2 on H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ), and therefore we have

σk(i)
2 = σk(i

∗i) = σk(J
1 ◦ i∗i ◦ J−1) = σk

(
J−2 : L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 )

)
= k−

2
n+1 ,

where we used in the last step that J−2 : L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) is a diagonal

operator. �

Last but not least, by an extension argument the above discussion also gives rise to singular
value estimates for the embedding i : H1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ). It will be these

bounds, which we use in the iterative compression gain in the following section.

Proposition 4.4. Let Ω be open, non-empty, bounded and Lipschitz, and let R > 0. The
embedding i : H1(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ) satisfies the entropy bounds

σk(i) . k−
1

n+1 .

Proof. Let R̃ > R, let Ω̃ ⊃ Ω be open, bounded and Lipschitz regular, and consider the
embedding ĩ : H1

0 (ΓΩ̃,R̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ̃,R̃, x

1−2s
n+1 ). Since Ω is Lipschitz regular, there ex-

ists an extension operator (e.g., a suitable reflection and cut-off) E : H1(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) →

H1(QΩ̃,R̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ). Let χ ∈ C∞

c (ΓΩ̃,R̃) be a smooth cutoff-function such that χ ≡ 1 on ΓΩ,R

and let mχ : H1(QΩ̃,R̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → H1

0 (ΓΩ̃,R̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ) be the multiplication operator by χ. Finally,

we let RΩ : L2(QΩ̃,R̃, x
1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ), RΩũ = ũ|Ω. Then i = RΩ ◦ ĩ ◦ mχ ◦ E.

Consequently we have the upper bound

σk(i) ≤ ‖RΩ‖Opσk (̃i)‖mχ‖Op‖E‖Op . k−
1

n+1 ,

where we have used the entropy bounds for ĩ from Proposition 4.3. �

4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 for compactly supported q̄. With the entropy estimates from
the previous subsection, we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.2. We first discuss this in the
setting of q̄ with supp(q̄) ⊂ Ω′, for Ω′ ⊂ Ω compact and Lipschitz, in order to introduce the main
ideas. In the next section we then extend it to more general q̄.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 for compactly supported q̄. We split the proof into two steps. The first
deduces the central compression estimate for a variable coefficient analogue of the comparison
operator from Proposition 3.4. The second step then concludes the instability result by the usual
comparison argument.

Step 1: Compression estimate. We follow the strategy from [KRS21, Chapter 5]. Let d :=
dist(Ω′, ∂Ω) > 0. For N ∈ N suitably determined below, we further consider a sequence of nested
sets QΩj ,Rj and ΓΩj ,Rj such that Ω = Ω0 ⊃ Ω1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ ΩN ⊃ ΩN+1 = Ω′, dist(Ωj , ∂Ωj−1) ≥ d

2N ,

R0 = d+ 1 and Rj := d+ 1− d
N+1j, for j ∈ {1, . . . , N + 1}.
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R
n

xn+1

1

1 + d

Ω′

Ω

QΩ0,R0

QΩN+1,RN+1

= QΩ′,1

QΩj ,Rj

QΩk,Rk

Figure 1. Nesting of the sets QΩj ,Rj for j ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1}, here with k > j.

We then consider the variable coefficient analogue of the comparison operator from Proposition
3.4 which in the variable coefficient setting reads

A : H̃s(W ) → Hs(Ω′), f 7→ u|Ω′ ,

where u is a weak solution (in the Caffarelli-Silvestre extension sense) to
{
(∇ · a∇)

s
u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe.

We factorize this suitably to obtain the desired compression properties. Indeed, we claim that
the singular values σk(A) decay exponentially in k. More precisely, we prove that there exists
some c̄ > 0 such that

σk(A) . exp(−c̄k 1
n+2 ).(4.4)

To observe this, we set

A = Tf ◦ TN ◦ TN−1 ◦ · · · ◦ T1 ◦ Ti.
Here the operators in the factorization are defined as follows:

• The initial operator is

Ti : H̃
s(W ) → H1(QΩ0,R0 , x

1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩ0,R0 , x

1−2s
n+1 ), f 7→ ũ|QΩ0,R0

7→ ũ|QΩ0,R0
.

• The iteration operators T1, . . . , TN are given by

Tj : L
2(QΩj−1,Rj−1 , x

1−2s
n+1 ) → H1(QΩj ,Rj , x

1−2s
n+1 ) → L2(QΩj ,Rj , x

1−2s
n+1 ),

ũ
∣∣
QΩj−1,Rj−1

7→ ũ
∣∣
QΩj ,Rj

7→ ũ
∣∣
QΩj ,Rj

.

This uses Cacciopoli’s inequality (Proposition 4.5 with q = 0) which states that under
the given boundary conditions it holds that

‖ũ‖H1(QΩj ,Rj
,x1−2s

n+1 ) ≤ C
2N

d
‖ũ‖L2(QΩj−1,Rj−1

,x1−2s
n+1 ).
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In particular, relying on the singular value bounds for the embedding ofH1(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) →

L2(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) from Proposition 4.4, we obtain the singular value bounds

σk(Tj) ≤ C
2N

d
k−

1
n+1 .

• The final operator Tf is defined as

Tf : L2(QΩN ,RN , x
1−2s
n+1 ) → H1(QΩ′,1, x

1−2s
n+1 ) → Hs(Ω′),

ũ|QΩN,RN
7→ ũ|QΩ′,1

7→ u|Ω′ .

Using that the entropy numbers for Ti, Tf are bounded by a constant, we obtain the overall
entropy estimate for the operator A:

σk(A) ≤ C

N∏

j=1

σk/N (Tj) ≤ C

(
C

(
2N

d

)(
k

N

)− 1
n+1

)N

≤ C

((
2C

d

)
N

n+2
n+1

k
1

n+1

)N

.

Optimizing for N in terms of k, we choose

N = ρk
1

n+2 ,

for ρ > 0 a small constant. This yields that

σk(A) ≤ C(Cρ
n+2
n+1 )ρk

1
n+2

,

which proves the claim by rewriting the expression on the right hand side.
Step 2: Conclusion. As in the constant metric case, the overall instability result then follows

by the comparison argument for the fractional Calderón argument as it is done in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Indeed, we just need to take Γ(q) := Λa,q − Λa,0, write (−∇ · a∇)s instead of
(−∆)s and replace the estimate (3.6) by estimate (4.4). �

For the convenience of the reader, we recall from [JLX14, Proposition 2.3] Caccioppoli’s esti-
mate with our boundary conditions.

Proposition 4.5 (Proposition 2.3 in [JLX14]). Let s ∈ (0, 1), R > 0, Ω ⊂ R
n be open, non-

empty, bounded and Lipschitz. Let ã ∈ L∞(Rn+1
+ ,R(n+1)×(n+1)) be symmetric and uniformly

elliptic with ellipticity constant λ. Let q ∈ Lp(Ω) with p > n
2s , or q ∈ L

n
2s (Ω) with ‖q‖

L
n
2s (Ω)

≤ θ

and θ = θ(n, s, λ) ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently small. Assume that ũ ∈ H1(QΩ,R, x
1−2s
n+1 ) satisfies





∇ · x1−2s

n+1 ã∇ũ = 0 in QΩ,R,

lim
xn+1→0

x1−2s
n+1 ∂n+1ũ = qũ(·, 0) on Ω× {0},

in the weak sense, i.e.,
ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 ∇ϕ̃ · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1) =

ˆ

Ω

q(ũϕ̃)(x, 0)dx for all ϕ̃ ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ).(4.5)

Then there exists C > 0 such that for all x0 ∈ ΓΩ,R and for all r1, r2 > 0 such that 0 < r1 <
r2 < dist (x0, (∂Ω× (0, R)) ∪ (Ω× {R})), the following estimate holds

ˆ

Br1 (x0)∩R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 |∇ũ|2d(x, xn+1) ≤

C

(r2 − r1)2

ˆ

Br2 (x0)∩R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 |ũ|2d(x, xn+1).

The constant C only depends on the dimension n, s, ‖ã‖L∞(QΩ,R), ‖q‖Lp(Ω), diam(QΩ,R) and λ.
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Proof. If q ∈ Lp(Ω) for p > n
2s we can choose ρ > 0 small such that ‖q‖

L
n
2s (Bρ(x0))

< θ for θ =

θ(n, s, λ) ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently small. In that case scale r1 and r2 by α = α(n, ‖q‖Lp(Ω), θ, diam(QΩ,R)) ∈
(0, 1] such that additionally 0 < αr1 < αr2 < ρ. Let η̃ ∈ C∞

c (ΓΩ,R) be a cut-off function such
that

0 ≤ η̃ ≤ 1, η̃ ≡ 1 on Br1(x0) ∩ R
n+1
+ , supp(η̃) ⋐ Br2(x0) ∩ R

n+1
+ , |∇η̃| . 1

r2 − r1
.

We easily verify that in this case η̃2ũ ∈ H1
0 (ΓΩ,R, x

1−2s
n+1 ). Then, testing equation (4.5) against

η̃2ũ we get

(4.6)

ˆ

Ω

q(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx =

ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 ∇(η̃2ũ) · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1)

=

ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 (2η̃∇η̃ũ+ η̃2∇ũ) · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1).

Using the ellipticity of ã, equation (4.6), the Cauchy-Schwarz and Young’s inequality, we deduce
(4.7)

λ‖η̃∇ũ‖2
L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )
= λ

ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 η̃

2|∇ũ|2d(x, xn+1) ≤
ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 η̃

2∇ũ · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1)

= −
ˆ

QΩ,R

x1−2s
n+1 2η̃∇η̃ũ · ã∇ũ d(x, xn+1) +

ˆ

Ω

q(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx

≤ 2‖ã‖L∞(QΩ,R)‖η̃∇ũ‖L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )‖ũ∇η̃‖L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 ) +

ˆ

Ω

|q|(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx

≤ λ

2
‖η̃∇ũ‖2

L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )

+
(2‖ã‖L∞(QΩ,R))

2

2λ
‖ũ∇η̃‖2

L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )

+

ˆ

Ω

|q|(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx

Additionally, by using that η̃ is supported on Br2(x0), Hölder’s inequality, Sobolev’s inequality
and the trace estimate we have

(4.8)

ˆ

Ω

|q|(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx =

ˆ

Ω∩Br2 (x0)

|q|(η̃ũ)2(x, 0)dx ≤ ‖q‖
L

n
2s (Ω∩Br2 (x0))

‖(η̃ũ)(·, 0)‖2
L

2n
n−2s (Ω)

≤ θC(n, s)‖(η̃ũ)(·, 0)‖2Hs(Ω) ≤ θC(n, s)‖∇(η̃ũ)‖2
L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )

≤ θC(n, s)
(
‖η̃∇ũ‖2

L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s
n+1 )

+ ‖ũ∇η̃‖2
L2(QΩ,R,x1−2s

n+1 )

)

If θ > 0 is so small that θC(n, s) ≤ λ
4 , then by inserting (4.8) into (4.7), rearranging terms and

using the definition of η̃ we finally infer
ˆ

Br1 (x0)∩R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 |∇ũ|2d(x, xn+1) ≤

C

(r2 − r1)2

ˆ

Br2 (x0)∩R
n+1
+

x1−2s
n+1 |ũ|2d(x, xn+1)

with C = C(n, s, ‖ã‖L∞(QΩ,R), ‖q‖Lp(Ω), diam(QΩ,R), λ), which finishes the proof. �

4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2 for general background potential q̄. Since we will make use of
this in the later sections, we here extend our results from the Section 4.2 to include background
potentials with non-compact support. The main difference here occurs in the definition of the
comparison operator which incorporates the background potential.

Proof. Compared to the previous result, we seek to work with the comparison operator Aq̄ :

H̃s(W ) → Hs(Ω′) defined by f 7→ u0|Ω′ , here u0 ∈ Hs(Rn) denotes a solution to
{
(−∇ · a∇)su0 + q̄u0 = 0 in Ω,

u0 = f in Ωe.
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Moreover, we let u be a solution to the same equation with potential q ∈ K := {q ∈ Lp(Ω) : q ∈
q̄ +B

W
δ, n

2s
0 (Ω′)

r0 (0)}. The difference w := u− u0 then satisfies the equation
{
((−∇ · a∇)s + q)w = (q̄ − q)u0 in Ω,

w = 0 in Ωe,

and hence, doing the estimates in a similar fashion as in (3.4) using that supp(q̄ − q) ⊂ Ω′,

‖Γq̄(q)f‖H−s(W ) ≤ C‖u0‖Hs(Ω′) = C‖Aq̄(f)‖Hs(Ω′),

where Γq̄(q) := Λq − Λq̄. As in Section 4.2 the claimed instability result then follows from
compression estimates for the comparison operator Aq̄.

The remainder of the argument then follows from an analogous singular value estimate as in
the proof presented in the previous section, using the smallness of the background potential q̄
and the general Caccioppoli inequality from Proposition 4.6 above.

�

5. Instability for the fractional conductivity equation

Building on the results for the fractional Calderón problem in its Schrödinger formulation, in
this section we proceed to the study of the uniqueness and instability properties of the problem

{
((∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe.
(5.1)

We start by proving Proposition 2.7, which shows uniqueness.

Proof of Proposition 2.7. Our proof is based on the fractional Liouville reduction (see [Cov20b]
for the isotropic case, and [Cov22] for the anisotropic one). We have that

(∇·)s(Θ · ∇su) + qu = γ1/2(−∆)sw + γ1/2qγw + γ−1/2qw

= γ1/2 ((−∆)sw +Qw) ,

where w := γ1/2u, qγ := −γ−1/2(−∆)s(γ1/2 − 1), and Q := qγ + γ−1q. The second equivalence
statement of what follows is more general than what is needed in this proof. However we state it
in this form for later use (see proof of Theorem 1.3 below). Let p ∈ [ n2s ,∞). By our assumptions
on γ, we see that qγ ∈ Lp(Rn) and

(5.2) γ1/2u ∈ Hs(Rn) ⇔ u ∈ Hs(Rn), q ∈W δ,p(Ω) ⇔ Q ∈ W δ,p(Ω),

for all δ ≥ 0. In fact, since γ is smooth, bounded, and strictly larger than a positive constant,
it follows that γr is a multiplier on Hs(Rn) for all r ∈ R. This proves the first statement in
(5.2) by choosing r = ±1/2. Moreover, since γ1/2 − 1 ∈ C∞

c (Rn) by assumption, in particular
we have (−∆)s(γ1/2 − 1) ∈ W δ,p(Rn) for all δ ≥ 0 by the mapping properties of (−∆)s. Since
C1(Rn)-functions are multipliers of W δ,p(Rn) for δ ∈ [0, 1), we have qγ ∈ W δ,p(Rn), which in
particular implies that qγ ∈ Lp(Rn) as claimed. Finally, from the fact that γ, γ−1 ∈ C∞(Rn) we
deduce that q,Q must have the same regularity, which proves the second part of (5.2).

By the fractional Liouville reduction, u solves (5.1) if and only if w solves
{
((−∆)s +Q)w = 0 in Ω,

w = γ1/2f in Ωe,
(5.3)

where γ1/2f ∈ Hs(Rn). Let uf , wf be the solutions of problems (5.1), (5.3) with exterior values

f, γ1/2f respectively. We seek to compare the Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps Λγ,q,ΛQ correspond-
ing to the problems (5.1), (5.3) in the cases of two distinct potentials q1, q2, and thus we let
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Qj := qγ + γ−1qj for j = 1, 2. We can compute

(5.4)

〈(ΛQ1 − ΛQ2)(γ
1/2f1), γ

1/2f2〉 =
ˆ

Ω

(Q1 −Q2)wf1wf2dx

=

ˆ

Ω

γ−1(q1 − q2)(γ
1/2uf1)(γ

1/2uf2) dx

=

ˆ

Ω

(q1 − q2)uf1 uf2 dx

= 〈(Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2)f1, f2〉,
and thus

‖Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2‖H̃s(W1)→H−s(W2)
= sup

fj∈H̃s(Wj)

|〈(Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2)f1, f2〉|
‖f1‖Hs(Rn)‖f2‖Hs(Rn)

∼ sup
fj∈H̃s(Wj)

|〈(ΛQ1 − ΛQ2)(γ
1/2f1), γ

1/2f2〉|
‖γ1/2f1‖Hs(Rn)‖γ1/2f2‖Hs(Rn)

= ‖ΛQ1 − ΛQ2‖H̃s(W1)→H−s(W2)
,

(5.5)

because ‖f‖Hs(Rn) ∼ ‖γ1/2f‖Hs(Rn) for all f ∈ Hs(Rn), and f ∈ H̃s(W ) ⇔ γ1/2f ∈ H̃s(W ).
Therefore, by the assumption on the Dirichlet-to-Neumannmaps we have ‖ΛQ1−ΛQ2‖H̃s(W1)→H−s(W2)

=

0, that is

〈(ΛQ1 − ΛQ2)f1, f2〉 = 0, for all fj ∈ H̃s(Wj), j = 1, 2.

By the results of [RS20b] it now immediately follows that Q1 = Q2 in Ω. Since γ is fixed a priori,
from this we are able to deduce that q1 = q2 in Ω. �

Remark 5.1. In the case in which the conductivity γ is not fixed a priori, the relation Q1 = Q2

in Ω only defines a gauge class to which the couples (γ1, q1), (γ2, q2) both belong. This was to
be expected in light of [Cov20a, Section 6].

With the proof of Proposition 2.7 at hand, we now move to the proof of our main instability
result for the fractional conductivity equation from Theorem 1.3.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof is again based on the fractional Liouville reduction, and thus
we continue using the symbols from the previous proof. Observe that since δ ∈ (0, 1), γr is a
multiplier of W δ,p(Ω) for all r ∈ R, so we can estimate

‖Q1 −Q2‖W δ,p(Ω) = ‖γ−1(q1 − q2)‖W δ,p(Ω) . ‖q1 − q2‖W δ,p(Ω).

Similarly, we obtain ‖q1 − q2‖W δ,p(Ω) = ‖γ(Q1 −Q2)‖W δ,p(Ω) . ‖Q1 −Q2‖W δ,p(Ω), and thus

(5.6) ‖q1 − q2‖W δ,p(Ω) ∼ ‖Q1 −Q2‖W δ,p(Ω).

The proof now follows from (5.6) and (5.5). In order to see this, let q̄ ∈ Lp(Ω) satisfy
condition (Aq) with respect to problem (5.1) and radius r0 > 0, and define Q̄ := qγ + γ−1q̄.
Then, Q̄ ∈ Lp(Ω) by (5.2), and it satisfies condition (Aq) with respect to problem (5.3) and
radius R0 := ‖γ‖−1

C1(Rn)r0 > 0. In fact, if ‖Q− Q̄‖Lp(Ω) < R0, then

‖(γQ− γqγ)− q̄‖
L

n
2s (Ω)

= ‖γQ− γQ̄‖
L

n
2s (Ω)

< γ‖γ‖−1
C1(Rn)r0 ≤ r0,

which implies that 0 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue for problem (5.1) with potential q := γQ−γqγ .
Equivalently, 0 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue for the transformed problem (5.3) with potential Q,
which shows condition (Aq) in the reduced case.
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Let now Q1, Q2 ∈ Lp(Ω) be such that Q1, Q2 ∈ Q̄+B
W δ,p

0 (Ω′)
R0

(0) with

‖ΛQ1 − ΛQ2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) ≤ exp

(
−cE− 1

δ(2+ 5
n

)

)
,

‖Q1 −Q2‖Lp(Ω) ≥ E,

and 0 < E < R0, with E small enough. The existence of Q1, Q2 follows from Theorem 1.2.
Using (5.6) and (5.5) we deduce

‖Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W ) . exp

(
−cE− 1

δ(2+ 5
n

)

)
,

‖q1 − q2‖Lp(Ω) & E,

where qj := γQj − γqγ , for j = 1, 2. We have supp(qj − q̄) ⊂ Ω′ and, by (5.2), qj ∈ Lp(Ω). It
also holds

‖qj − q̄‖W δ,p(Ω) ≤ ‖γ‖C1(Ω)‖Qj − Q̄‖W δ,p(Ω) < R0‖γ‖C1(Rn) = r0,

and thus q1, q2 ∈ q̄ +B
W δ,p

0 (Ω′)
r0 (0). Finally, we see that the statement of the theorem holds with

ε := CE‖γ‖C1(Rn). �

6. Single measurement instability

In this section we provide the proof of Corollaries 1.4 and 1.6 as an immediate consequence
of the main results of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3, respectively.

Proof of Corollary 1.4. Let q1, q2 ∈ L
n
2s (Ω) be two potentials having the properties from Theo-

rem 1.1. Then we have

‖Λq1(f)− Λq2(f)‖H−s(W ) ≤ ‖Λq1 − Λq2‖H̃s(W )→H−s(W )‖f‖Hs(W ) . exp

(
−cε−

1

δ(2+ 1
n

)

)

and the result follows. �

The proof of Corollary 1.6 is done in the same way applying Theorem 1.3 instead of Theorem
1.1.

We conclude this section with the proof of the single measurement stability result for the
fractional conductivity problem.

Proof of Proposition 1.7. This result is a consequence of the fractional Liouville reduction and
an application of Theorem 1 from [Rül21]. We will again use the notation from the proof of
Proposition 2.7 in Section 5.
We recall that, by the fractional Liouville reduction, u solves

{
((∇·)s(Θ · ∇s) + q)u = 0 in Ω,

u = f in Ωe,

if and only if w solves
{
((−∆)s +Q)w = 0 in Ω,

w = γ1/2f in Ωe,

where w := γ1/2u, Q := qγ + γ−1q and qγ := −γ−1/2(−∆)s
(
γ1/2 − 1

)
.

First of all we note that

‖γ1/2f‖Hs(W )

‖γ1/2f‖L2(W )

≤ ‖γ1/2‖C1(Rn)‖f‖Hs(W )

γ1/2‖f‖L2(W )

≤ C
‖f‖Hs(W )

‖f‖L2(W )
≤ F̃ ,
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and

‖Qj‖C0,s(Ω) ≤ ‖γ−1/2(−∆)s
(
γ1/2 − 1

)
‖C0,s(Ω) + ‖γ−1qj‖C0,s(Ω)

≤ ‖γ−1/2(−∆)s
(
γ1/2 − 1

)
‖C1(Ω) + ‖γ−1‖C0,s(Ω)‖qj‖C0,s(Ω) ≤ Ẽ,

where F̃ and Ẽ only depend on γ and F , E, respectively. Here we used that, since γ1/2 − 1 ∈
C∞

c (Rn) by assumption, we obtain by the mapping properties of (−∆)s and Sobolev embedding
that qγ ∈ Cm(Rn) for all m ∈ N. Moreover we have supp(Q2 −Q1) ⊂ Ω′. Thus, we can apply
Theorem 1 from [Rül21] (see also Remark 5.2 in [Rül21]) to deduce

‖Q1 −Q2‖L∞(Ω) ≤ ω̃(‖ΛQ1(γ
1/2f)− ΛQ2(γ

1/2f)‖H−s(W ))(6.1)

for some ω̃ with ω̃(t) ≤ c̃| log(c̃t)|−µ̃, where µ̃ and c̃ depend on the given parameters.

As in (5.4), we derive for h ∈ H̃s(W )

〈(ΛQ1 − ΛQ2)(γ
1/2f), γ1/2h〉 = 〈(Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2)f, h〉,

and thus
(6.2)

‖Λγ,q1(f)− Λγ,q2(f)‖H−s(W ) = sup
h∈H̃s(W )

|〈(Λγ,q1 − Λγ,q2)(f), h〉|
‖h‖Hs(W )

∼ sup
h∈H̃s(W )

|〈(ΛQ1 − ΛQ2)(γ
1/2f), γ1/2h〉|

‖γ1/2h‖Hs(W )

= ‖ΛQ1(γ
1/2f)− ΛQ2(γ

1/2f)‖H−s(W ),

since ‖h‖Hs(Rn) ∼ ‖γ1/2h‖Hs(Rn) for all h ∈ Hs(Rn), and h ∈ H̃s(W ) if and only if γ1/2h ∈
H̃s(W ). Additionally, we have

‖Q1 −Q2‖L∞(Ω) = ‖γ−1(q1 − q2)‖L∞(Ω) ≤ γ−1‖q1 − q2‖L∞(Ω),

and

‖q1 − q2‖L∞(Ω) = ‖γ(Q1 −Q2)‖L∞(Ω) ≤ γ‖Q1 −Q2‖L∞(Ω),

and thus

‖Q1 −Q2‖L∞(Ω) ∼ ‖q1 − q2‖L∞(Ω).(6.3)

Putting together (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), we finally infer

‖q1 − q2‖L∞(Ω) ≤ ω(‖Λγ,q1(f)− Λγ,q2(f)‖H−s(W ))

for some ω with ω(t) ≤ c| log(ct)|−µ, where µ and c depend on the given parameters. �
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Appendix A. Analyticity estimates for the heat equation

For convenience of the reader, we recall the following analyticity estimates for the heat equa-
tion. The idea of the proof is based on [EMZ17, Lemma 2.2].

Lemma A.1. Let Ω be an open, bounded, Lipschitz set and let Ω′ ⋐ Ω be open and Lipschitz.
Let w be a weak solution to

{
(∂t −∆)w = 0 in Ω× (0, 1),

w = 0 on Ω× {0}.
Then for all γ ∈ N

n,

‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Ω′×(0,1)) +
∑

α∈Nn,|α|≤2

‖∂αx ∂γxw‖L2(Ω′×(0,1)) ≤ N‖w‖L2(Ω×[0,1])ρ
−|γ||γ|!

for some N = N(n,Ω′,Ω) and some ρ = ρ(n,Ω′,Ω) ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. We prove the statement for balls Ω = BR and Ω′ = Br with r < R ≤ 1. A typical ball
covering argument then yields the result for general domains Ω and Ω′. As in [EMZ17] we prove
the statement for balls inductively. Our induction hypothesis then reads

(A.1)

(R− r)2‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) +
∑

α∈Nn,|α|≤2

(R − r)|α|‖∂αx ∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1))

≤ N1‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R− r

)|γ|
|γ|! for any γ ∈ N

n

for N1 and N2 large enough constants to be chosen. We define

D := 2K + 2,

where K is the constant in the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality (see below). We
now start with the induction.

Step 1: Initial step. When |γ| = 0, then by Lemma A.5 in [EMZ17] we have for δ > 0 such
that r + δ ≤ R for some constant N0 ≥ 1 depending only on the dimension n and R

‖∂tw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) + ‖D2
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ N0δ

−2‖w‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1))

and thus by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality we have for appropriately chosen
N1 depending on K (see also below when the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality is
used again)

δ2‖∂tw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) +
∑

α∈Nn,|α|≤2

δ|α|‖∂αxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ N1‖w‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1)).(A.2)

If we choose δ = R− r we get

(R − r)2‖∂tw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) +
∑

α∈Nn,|α|≤2

(R− r)|α|‖∂αxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ N1‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))(A.3)

which proves (A.1) for |γ| = 0.
Step 2: Induction step. For the induction step, we let γ ∈ N

n with |γ| = l+ 1 and we assume
that the estimate (A.1) holds for all multi-indices ξ ∈ N

n with |ξ| ≤ l. We differentiate the
equation to infer the equation for ∂γxw, which is given by

{
(∂t −∆)∂γxw = 0 in Ω× (0,∞),

∂γxw = 0 on Ω× {0}.
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Invoking again Lemma A.5 from [EMZ17] we deduce that

‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) + ‖D2
x∂

γ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ N0δ

−2‖∂γxw‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1))(A.4)

We distinguish two cases to estimate the right hand side.
Case 1: When 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ 2, choose δ = (R − r)/2 in (A.4) to deduce from (A.2) (with r

substituted by r + δ) that

(A.5)

N0δ
−2‖∂γxw‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1)) ≤

4N0

(R − r)2
2|γ|N1

(R− r)|γ|
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

≤ 1

D

N1

(R − r)2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R − r

)|γ|
|γ|!,

when N2 ≥ max{8DN0, 1}. This estimates the right hand side in the case of 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ 2.
Case 2: When |γ| > 2 we observe that there is a multi-index ξ ∈ N

n with 2 + |ξ| = |γ|
and ‖∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ ‖D2

x∂
ξ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1)). By the induction hypothesis (A.1) it follows by

choosing δ = (R− r)/|γ| that

(A.6)

N0δ
−2‖∂γxw‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1)) ≤ N0δ

−2‖D2
x∂

ξ
xw‖L2(Br+δ×(0,1))

≤ N0|γ|2
(R − r)2

N1

(R− (r + δ))2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

(R− (r + δ))

)|γ|−2

(|γ| − 2)!

≤ N0|γ|2
(R − r)2

N1

(R− r)2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R− r

)|γ|−2( |γ|
|γ| − 1

)|γ|
(|γ| − 2)!

≤ 1

D

N1

(R − r)2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

N
|γ|−1
2

(R − r)|γ|
|γ|2(|γ| − 2)!

≤ 1

D

N1

(R − r)2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R− r

)|γ|
|γ|!.

For the third inequality we have used that R − (r + δ) = |γ|−1
|γ| (R − r). The fourth inequality

holds if N2 ≥ max{DN0M, 1} where ∞ > M ≥ supm∈N

(
m

m−1

)m
, and for the last inequality we

assumed that N2 ≥ 2 since |γ|2(|γ| − 2)! ≤ 2|γ|! for |γ| ≥ 2.
Conclusion of the induction step: Bringing together (A.4) and (A.5) or (A.6), respectively,

we deduce

‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) + ‖D2
x∂

γ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤

1

D

N1

(R − r)2
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R− r

)|γ|
|γ|!.

(A.7)

Additionally, from (A.5) or (A.6), respectively, we find (using δ = (R − r)/|γ|)

‖∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤
N1

D
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R − r

)|γ|
|γ|!.(A.8)

Then by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg interpolation inequality and using (A.7) and (A.8) it follows
that for some constant K > 0

(A.9)

‖Dx∂
γ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) ≤ K‖D2

x∂
γ
xw‖1/2L2(Br×(0,1))‖∂γxw‖

1/2
L2(Br×(0,1)) +K‖∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1))

≤ 2K

D

N1

(R− r)
‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R − r

)|γ|
|γ|!
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By (A.7), (A.8) and (A.9) we finally deduce

(R − r)2‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) +
∑

α∈Nn,|α|≤2

(R− r)|α|‖∂αx ∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1))

≤ (R− r)2‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) + ‖∂γxw‖L2(Br×(0,1)) + (R − r)‖Dx∂
γ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1))

+ (R− r)2‖D2
x∂

γ
xw‖L2(Br×(0,1))

≤ N1‖w‖L2(BR×(0,1))

(
N2

R− r

)|γ|
|γ|!

since D was defined asD = 2K+2. Thus, (A.1) is proven and the result follows by induction. �

Lemma A.2. Let Ω, Ω′, w be as in Lemma A.1. Then for all γ ∈ N
n,

|∂γxw(x0, t)| ≤ N‖w‖L2(Ω×[0,1])ρ
−|γ||γ|! for x0 ∈ Ω′, t ∈ [0, 1)

for some N = N(n,Ω′,Ω) and some ρ = ρ(n,Ω′,Ω) ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. This result is an easy consequence of Lemma A.1 using Sobolev embeddings. First of all
we note that by the estimate in Lemma A.1 we have ∂γxw ∈W 1,2([0, 1];L2(Ω′)) for any γ ∈ N

n.
Then by Sobolev embedding we have ∂γxw ∈ C0,1/2([0, 1];L2(Ω′)) and
(A.10)
max
t∈[0,1]

‖∂γxw(·, t)‖L2(Ω′) ≤ C1‖∂γxw‖W 1,2([0,1];L2(Ω′)) = C1

(
‖∂γxw‖L2(Ω′×[0,1]) + ‖∂t∂γxw‖L2(Ω′×[0,1])

)

≤ C1N‖w‖L2(Ω×(0,1))ρ
−|γ||γ|!,

where the last inequality follows by the estimate in Lemma A.1.
Applying again Sobolev embedding with respect to the space variable with k > n/2 fixed and
using (A.10), we deduce

max
t∈[0,1]

‖∂γxw(·, t)‖2L∞(Ω′) ≤ max
t∈[0,1]

C2‖∂γxw(·, t)‖2Wk,2(Ω′) ≤ max
t∈[0,1]

C2

∑

|α|≤k

‖∂αx ∂γxw(·, t)‖2L2(Ω′)

≤ C2

∑

|α|≤k

max
t∈[0,1]

‖∂γ+α
x w(·, t)‖2L2(Ω′)

≤ C2

∣∣{α ∈ N
n : |α| ≤ k}

∣∣ C1N‖w‖L2(Ω×(0,1))ρ
−(|γ|+k)(|γ|+ k)!

≤ Ñ‖w‖L2(Ω×(0,1))ρ̃
−|γ||γ|!

for appropriately chosen Ñ and ρ̃, and the statement follows. �
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